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Brainless beasts: headless clones restart debate on gene alteration
English -,’[litists
When
came out and claimed
they created headless
t ad poles last weekend, It
the debate on
restarted
w het her cloning can and should
d0111. 1111 humans
-lust by reprogramming the
embryo,. sunlit 1,t, were ,Ible 10
.111er thy tadpole, ,o t hey w
!Walk
’,inout
oine
-C1,101-!.

-11..11111

ahle to create headles- human
chows hor ti -tie and organ
transplants
According to researchers,

headless human clones are still
In tnt I;) years oft, but we might
as well plan for it now DNA
from a single human cell would
enable scientists to create an
embryo which then could be
altered to he headless.
These tadpoles have brought
up the whole -playing God issue again Do humans ha
lb(’ right to alter genes for supposed beneficial reasons’
I don’t see a problem as long
iii’
tick w it h improving
i
lives already in the world
rather than radically altering

help the human
race. But I don’t
think they have
to comin
plain about with
this kind of cloning.
Ilvadless humans
can’t 10111 anybody
oon-ly t hey can’t
t blIlk ally 1:01111L1Sbe I oll,idered a
111.1’,011
SIOni:111.
nristhoI iii’ W111101it
1%011111
111.
ANTHON Y PEREZ ’111 10 .01 Mid they
111,11
Aren’t 1.0111e, 10 1000111/Y to pro11,011
II
"n 11111
1)1
No,
Inhit Ihrij 1111,0
110 /11.11,11S,
(10111, 111
leading the charge :igaiti,t any
cloning no matte.r how it may thus no e.e.nt rid nervous sys-

unborn babies to
perfect
make
humans The headless cIorie’’ is (add be
created. for example, to save a child
whin needs a kidney
transplant I (1011.1
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Justice Department has decided
attempt to draw the 11111. on Nlicrosoott
i irporation’s rapid movement tenyards a
monopoly, and it about time
The federal government has reuliestedtli.,I ,
lodge order the corporation to stop horcing 111,01
otacturer, of personal computers to include if,
Internet browser. Internet Explorer I 0. when
they install the Windows 95 operating program
Attorney Comeral Janet Reno said the
Justice Department 11-001d seek $1 million a day
in civil contempt charges from Microsofl if it
doesn’t clizinge it,- policy and admit it violated
an earlier ant: trust agreement
Microsoft’s lawyers tired back that the i WI."
ment had been misread and that the. compaii%
would rigorously contest the petit ion
It is wrong to require manufacturers to
install a igirticular hrovser rather than lettair
them choose the one they want to ofthr to eon
smilers If ColiSl1111t.rS don’t like the particular
browser that the nianufacturer has installed.
they can easily hook up another one.
To force a manufacturer to install a part icii
lar browser i like Nlicrosof1’ Internet Explorer,
is like. thrcing ;in employer to hire a particular
employee rather than the one the employer
would personally like to have working tior him
If it is ;Wowed to go unchecked. Nlicrosof1 will
soon holit complete control over the World Wide
a frightening thought considering the
\Veto
,I the Web iiiii the number of worldwide
11,, I. N.t scape Communications Corporation. the
conit Al Mr company for Web browsirs, prcsc;,4.
much needed competition It ccsacl lie the ,.
pany to stand in the way of’ a Nlicrosoft nioi, 1;
oly.
But it must first be given a fur chance
which will not he possible if iiiimufacturers :try
forced 10 11,e NI ICrosofIS browser
Fair competition must be pronioted arid the
browser industry is a good place for the federal
government to take the first step ill ensuring an
end to Mier isifts nionopily-like practices
1, 411111 11/1., 14 4M

America: ‘pillaging’ the Third World
Somehow, from somewhere, the notion of "corporate equals evil" has
worked its way into the
American psyche and become
worthy enough to wear on a T
shirt or stick on a car’s
bumper.
Call it the envy inherent to
capitalism where someone is
making millions of dollars
more than you, or the collective resentment of being
forced to consume corporate
goods, but whatever the
source of this notion, the irony
and dismal future (of the situation is deafening.
Those with the real complaint are the
third world employees of corporate America
making the damn "corporate sucks" shirts
and bumper stickers donned by American
whiners.
This, my consumption happy friends, is
the darker and not talked about side of that
positive sounding catch phrase "global village." The connotation and surface understanding of this concept is one where the
world community is hemming smaller and
more unified with stronger, faster lines of
communications that will close the gap
between the "haves" and "have riots" of the.
world.
Bad news, kids, the more appropriatephrase is "global pillage" and WV Americans
whining in the "grip of corporate evil"
are on the "have" side of an inequality gape
that is getting bigger.
I’m not talking about the struggles of’ individuals immigrating to America for a better
I’m speaking of people. being deprived of
a decent quality of life in their native heeds,

Opinion page policies
Ili.eti,11,,,r1 1.. f’//pfer,- .1.t 11.
lipaitera
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor or CoinP.i4 Vi.oPoint
A Letter ta the Editor is o 21ai word repoile. to an imoie or
point of VirW that ha, appeared 111111r Spart.11111/ItIly
A Compile Viewpoint non, 460 won1 family on torrent commie,
political or aocial
Silliminaiona became the property of the Spartan Daily and
nifty he edited for clarity grammar. libel /Ind length
Suhrnimione must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Suhnnuanno may be put m the Letter, to the Editor hos at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Itental 11.111 Hoorn Wei, seal hy fax
It, 4981924.3117 or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
School of Journalism and Masa Communications, San Jore Stale
l!ormrsily. One Woatungton Sqiutre, San JIM, CA nA192 0141,
Editorials are written by, and are the ronaensus of. the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Puldothed norm,nini arid othertiseinent, do not iieremarily
retied the *new. of the Spartan Daily. the School of Joumahein
and Mass Commumratione or SJ:it
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so we in developed nations can
eat hamburgers, wear tennis
shoes and generally improve our
own quality of living.
In a Canadian documentary
titled "Brown Women, Blond
Babies" it is stated that the most
lucrative
export
in
the
Philippines is labor. Not goods
made by Philippine labor, but
labor itself sent abroad and the
income made in other countries
sent back into the country.
The documentary, which
reveals the lives of Filipino
women working in Canada as
nannies, illustrates the impact
nit globalization with all the subtlety of imperialism itself. The featured women have left
their own fani les and country to provide for
thcin liv r8ism:7 the children of Canadian
women purseii.;if high-paying careers.
I concede ; .ct Canadian women are not
necessarily tic ’ mbodiment of corporate evil.
But the sit
illustrates the. point that
our Western consumer mentality has gone
beyond the purchase of shoes made in
Indonesia and into the consumption of other
human beings lives.
We. need to ask ourselves as consumers
who are on the pretty side of the world’s
inequality gap: Is it fair to have the successes of white. women be on the backs of brown
women and the like and, for God’s sake, what
are we gonna do when they start complaining?
After all, Hu. world is getting smaller.
James S. Gunsalus is Production Editor of
the Sportan Daily. His column appears every
Thursday.

With the. recent edcohol related deaths of college
students, the. media has
raised a banner deeming all college students
"hinge drinkers."
Yes, according to the
more.
standard that
than five. drinks at one
sating is considered a
lange, most college. sail
"binge"
are
dents
drinkers. On ate, gif 11
Thursday night, the TRAVIS PETERSON
student who sets out to
drink will probably go on a "binge."
Tliis de N’Sll’t Illake tilt’ St udent irresponsible or a
drunk. Sure, on campus there are alcoholics. Yet
t lie media will have you believe that all college. stu
dents are alcoholic’s.
tiltil is a commuter school. The majority of stu
dents want to get on and off campus as fast as
humanly possible so they can get to work or back
home to take. care of their kids.
Drinking at SeISII is not as big as a problem as
on (slier. non -commuter campuses. I haven’t heard
of tiny students at SJSU in an alcohol induced
coma, with a blood alcohol level of ;110
S.151’ dessn’t have. activities such as Ohio
State’s "Kegs ;mil Eggs" where students meet at 5
:lilt. to tap the first keg and Net breakfast before a
font hall g;11111.. At 5.151) we have a pub which has
resorted to selling coffhe because it can’t make
moms; selling :areas a
St talent tilt SOS( ;ire mostly broke., working at
crceppie Sibs; and trying to pay off ever-increasitig
fees
The media needs to acknowledge the fillet that
just because a student drinks it doesn’t mean the
stiident will be wandering around campus in the.
upcoming weeks asking people if "they can spare
S01111. change so 1 MD gPt tifilllP t’Offt4.."
It’s true that there’ are. alcoholics on campus
Nit the number cif students who work hard and
study hard trying to earn a degree outnumber the
number of alcoholics.
I eet’s admit, studesas are going to drink. Let’s
continne to educate students on the benefits of
moderation and designated drivers. If a student
decides he or she is going to go out and have five
thanks in a night and is responsible about not driving or harming anybody we need not scold them.
The average 5.15(1 student isn’t going to sit
around and drink two fifths of scotch a day anti
write suicide notes like Jim Morrison’s in his final
days. I A.es not group responsible student into that
"cat (Tory."

S.iri.1,-.1 Ilillid .1,tildliki. 111111.111k
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EDITORIAL

After surgeons use the parts
they need to save a human life,
the rest could be used as
sausage substitute.
Ethical or not, after years of
being the butt of jokes the
clones finally give blondes
somebody more intellectually
challenged than they are to
make fun of’.

enrollment in college. doesn’t automatiyour
cally enroll you in Betty Ford.

I’fiwerytv’s

.vcritibreort

terns. And therefore, for you
religious people out there, they
have no soul. Basically these
entities are just a mass of flesh
unable to know what’s going on
and unable to feel pain.
Headless cloning does bring
up some interesting questions:
Has this headless cloning
thing been going on for years"
If so, does it explain Hanson’.’
Will these clones be able to
sit alongside you allowing you
to uses the carpool lane legally’
How will they affect one’s
taxes?

1 .11.111i1,cr,

10

1111.

S111111.111

1.1111111
EV1.1y Tuesday night 1.- ii dale -rent
event or ells( ussion lead by an expert
from the. local Jew ish i mum unity
Also, the. ’Ii ’is esti Shabbat commemorates I ;offs ceasing to trent.. oil
I he -.event ii dav :is told in the. hook of
t 4-111’,.1,. aflfh Mil the’ SIX111 as the. art i
He stated
I )escriteng San Jeise. State. as a fcs
merly "hostile" environment i.. al

San
"Describing
Jose State as a
’hostile’
formerly
environment is, in
addition, not quite
unless
accurate
the Daily is using the
word ’hostility in an
abstract/non-ph ysical fashion. "

addition, not quite ;ICC orate
unless
the Daily is using the weird "hostility"
in an abstract/non-physical fashion.
I think it would be more. accurate
tu say that living in a modern state
makes practicing Judaism a challenge.. And is this not the same problem that all non -WASP Americans
face? How far do we go to assimilate?
How much of our tradition do we
compromise in order to embrace the
culture at large?
We appreciate the Spartan Daily’s
solidarity and concern fir the antiSemitism that Jews have endured
over the centuries, but to be frank, no
such hatred was ever inflicted upon
us at San Jose State University. In
Ind, the opposite seems to be the

Aaron Forkash
Jewish Student Union

a
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Local sorority reaches
100-year milestone
By Belinda Amaya
Stall. Writer

Celebrating 100 years of
tradition is a state of mind for
the sorority sisters of Kappa
Delta at San Jose State
University.
According to Kappa Delta,
it’s a sorority based on no
drinking, community service,
money donation, scholarships,
fellowship and leadership.
Centennial Celebrations for
Kappa Delta will run from
today through Sunday. Today,
the sorority will celebrate
with a "Big Sister" Revealing
Ceremony where pledges will
be told the identity of their big
sister (mentor). Pledges will
be honored at a formal dinner
and dance Saturday. And
Sunday, in honor and recognition of the Centennial, Kappa
Delta will host a Founders’
Day ceremony.
The sorority was founded
on Oct. 23, 1897 by Julia Tyler
Gardner, Mary Sommervile
Sparks, Sara Turner and
Lenora Ashmore at the
Virginia State Normal School.
Kappa Delta is a sorority with
campuses
on
chapters
country
the
t h roughen’ t
including &NU. The sorority
was established at SJSI in
1956, but due to the climate of
the Vietnam War, the sorority
and many others on campus
closed down in 1966. But in
1978, Kappa Delta re-established itself as a sorority.
Marie Rothhauser, who is
the president of SJSC’s chapter, said she proudly stands
behind the tradition of the
sorority.
"I think it’s very important
because these four ladies put
together an organization for
themselves as a deep friendthem,"
between
ship
Rothhauser said refiirring to
i;tr/Iner, Sparks. Turner and
:Unwire.
Ken i Weigle.. Kappa DflIt is
VICE’ president of public rela
turns is fascinated with the

"This convention
showed me that
Kappa Delta
doesn’t end
when you
graduate."
Christine Anjo,
Kappa Delta
vice president of standards
bond this sorority has created.
"Kappa Delta stands for the
best that you can possibly be,
Weigle said. "It’s about friendship and leadership and it
discriminate
or
doesn’t
degrade."
Rothhauser
said
the
Centennial Celebration is
about recognizing the founding members and sharing the
experiences these members
made a reality.
"It’s very odd for an organization to stay together for so
long,"
Rothhauser
said.
"Especially for a sorority
where membership is very low
nowadays and on a campus
like this where not many people look into the Greek system."
In June, Kappa Delta’s
national sorority held a convention in Norfolk, Va. in celebration of the Centennial.
Christine. Anjo, the sorority’s
vice president of standards
(regulator figure) was the chosen delegate to represent the
San Jose chapter at the convention.
"This convention showed
me that Kappa Delta doesn’t
P11(1 when you graduate: Anjo
said. "It continues through
a him one organizations.

let the lowest Intl
airfares with us
London $389
$540
Pans
Amsterdam $690
Tokyo
$585
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Harvest Festival picks nutrition
vat did have sonic traffic come
through the sidewalk, it was in
a had location He said it would
have had more traffic had it
been on 7th Street.
"Not a lot of people walk
through here," Nelson said.
"I Hilt I it’s a good thing because
It was out of the sun and
because the garden is I (’lose)."
Cahill agreed. She said she
would have rather been on 7th
Street. but it was easier to give
garden tours with it across froni
the festival booths.
"It’s hard because for some
reason we can’t hold it on the
other side of the building where
there’s more limit traffic," she
said.
Palmyra Sanchez, assistant
director at the Environmental
Resource Center, said she
manned a booth at the event
because she wanted to promote
Earth Day, April 22, 1998. She
also sold left over Earth Day
shirts designed hy high school
iinch grade school children

By Ingrid Perez
Staff Writer
The Harvest Festival didn’t
have much to do with harvesting, but more with educating
the campus and topics relating
to nutrition and gardening,
event coordinator Kathleen
Cahill said.
Wednesday’s festival, located
on the sidewalk behind the
Central Classroom Building
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., centered
around creating an interdisciplinary garden, Cahill said.
Although fresh produce wasn’t
available at the festival, she
said, it was a opportunity to let
the campus community know
about the garden’s purpose of
the garden.
"We’re here to promote the
garden and related topics,"
Cahill said. "We’re not having
produce from the garden
because we bought (the food),
but it is just an advertisement
of the project."
Child Development major
Lea Fairweather said she came
to the event because she wanted
to see the difference between
her church’s harvest festival
and the university event.
Fairweather said the main difference between the two is that
her church’s festival actually
sells harvested food.
"They should call it a science
festival because it has nothing
to do with harvesting," she said.
Fairweather said she enjoyed
the festival and found the science booths interesting.
The Nutrition and Food
Science Club didn’t have harvested food on display, but it did
offer health information. Club
president Dana Rogers said the
club was working in conjunction
with the university’s dietitian
to hand-out facts sheets, including how to diet, stay fit and eat
during the holiday season. Vials
were labeled with the amount of
fat in certain food which
attracted most people, she said.
Psychology major Jennie Hsu
said it was a good idea for the
Student Health Center booth to
be at the festival. Hsu said the
event was an opportunity to
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Diana De los Santos (left) and Solivan Hiep look through the previous years photos of the San Jose State Garden Project
show what the center offers stu
dents. She said she was going to
bring the diet infMniation from
the booth to her roommates so
they could diet correctly.
"The main problem is that
people rush to class and don’t
even know what’s available."
she said. "I didn’t even know"
Jacci CencbMcGrody is a
nutrition and food science strident finishing her master’s
degree at SJSI T. Cenci Mc( roily
works for as a contractor for
NASA and talked about a crop
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Do Something
for Heaven’s Sake!
CItyleant Youth Outreach is looking for volunteers to
serve as Bible club leaders, tutors, mentors, cant’) counselors, and sportrs coaches.
(Some paid positions avail. during
summer (a) Camp May -Mac)
Consider joining our team by contacting Fran Lewis.
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Ucoming games:

yard touchdown run lo open the
game. Air Force ended with 517
rushing yards on 77 at
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Conference

Saturday
Air Force at Spartans
6 p.m. at Spartan Stadium
Nationally televised on ESPN2
TCU at BYU
New Mexico at Utah
Wyoming at SMU
Tulsa at Colorado St
UNLV at Fresno St
San Diego St at Hawaii

Jason Mitchell,
SJSU nose guard speaking of the Falcon’s offense
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The ’triple threat’
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National exposure

Spetrtan Daily

SJSU safety K.J. Agu (7), sheds a blocker during practice on Tuesday in preparation for the team’s
game against Air Force at 6 p.m. Saturday at Spartan Stadium
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NEWS FLASH The
4, New York is 1-4 but the
Continental
difference is that these
Basketball
Association has a new
teams have legitimate talfranchise: The Golden
ent. Once the season starts
State Warriors.
don’t think that for one
No wait damnit, that
minute Michael Jordan,
just a dream, a wish, I
Gary Payton or Patrick
have.
Ewing won’t step it up and
But as well as they’ve
play like it really matters.
Golden State got blown
played in the preseason
they might as well show a AARON W ILLIAMS out by Portland Tuesday
night 107-88; at halftime
little dignity and join the
CBA. If not that then at least the ABL they were losing by 29 points. This
or WNBA. That’s about the talent level from a team whose new slogan is "No
of this "team."
more Mr. Nice Guy."
What the hell does that mean? Does
Going into Wednesday’s probable
loss against the Seattle Supersonics, it mean The Warriors are going to get
the Warriors were 0-6 and playing like angry when teams come into their new
crib and punk them nightly by 20 or
a team worthy of that record.
I don’t want to hear that lame argu- more? Does it mean that they are going
ment, "it’s only the preseason." Bottom to not talk to the press, ala Latrell
line is that you play like you practice Sprewell? Does it mean they aren’t
and at this rate that would put the going to take it from the Grammar C.
Warriors at 0-82 for the season. Worthy Riffs when they say, "Warriors, come
out and play"?
of the WNBA, I’d say.
No, it is probably the worst marketThere are a few teams in the preseason that are playing below their ing ideas ever thought up. This team
potential Chicago is 1-2, Seattle is 1 - doesn’t intimidate anybody. Next to the

Clippers and the Kings, the Warriors
are the biggest joke in the NBA and
they are trying hard for top billing.
They proved, once again, at the ineptitude of the organization throughout
the off-season. First they came out
with their "fresh" new design and uniforms. These raga look as if someone
took a bunch of fabric from the 1970s
and pieced something together. Dark
blue and orange? I had a living room
that looked that once. Second, they
unveiled their new logo/ mascot
whatever. This thing looks like the little brother of Flash Gordon, you know
the one he used to beat up everyday
after school.
A word of advice Warriors, if you win
it doesn’t matter what you wear. The
perennial winners haven’t ever
changed their colors. Not the Celtics,
not the Bulls, not even the most-hated
Lakers.
The next clue Golden State was
going to suck was the hiring of P.J.
Carlesimo as coach. The same coach
who couldn’t do anything Seton Hall
and had his players hating him up in

Portland. I would have preferred to see
someone with no coaching experience
but who had fire inside, say maybe
Rick Barry or Dennis Johnson (this
was written before D.J. attacked his
wife with a kitchen knife). They might
not have won many more games, but at
least there would have been a chance
to see Sprewell beating the tar out of
Barry after he verbally abused him for
only carrying the team for three quarters.
Their draft picks have proven
Golden State to be the New York Jets
of the NBA. Aluminum (I mean
Adonal ) Foyle just adds to the long list
of complete and utter disappointments
from the Warriors "warroom." Let’s see
there was Tellis Frank, Chris
Washburn, Russell Cross, Joe Barry
Carroll, Dwayne Morton, Darnell Mee,
Victor Alexander, Shaun Vandiver, Les
Jepsen and perhaps their greatest
move ever Cyril Baptiste, a herion
addict who never played a minute in
the NBA.
Even if the Warriors had done nothing in the off-season, the talent they

are putting on the floor can’t compete
with a Division II school.
Joe Smith’s line in the Portland loss
is as telling a stat as there is. He
missed 10 of the 15 shots he took, but
actually raised his shooting percentage
to 32.4 percent. He can take his soft
game and leave when his contract is up
for all I care. The point guard tandem
of Mark Price and B.J. Armstrong is
totally uninspiring. The five slot is
filled by Felton Spencer. I think
Granville Waiters is playing in Europe,
why not try to sign him to? The only
player with any heart is Sprewell
(message to Spree... Lose the cornrows,
it looks almost as bad as Rasheed
Wallace’s ’fro).
When the Warriors are losing by 35,
two minutes into the third quarter and
are 20 games out after 30 games, I will
officially begin my drive to have them
moved to the CBA. I can see it now, the
Warriors
beating the
Rockford
Lightning with a three-pointer at the
buzzer... for last place.

Rodman’s future up in the air Cleveland evens series

DEERFIELD, Ill. (AP)
Dennis Rodman must decide if
he really wants to play for the
Bulls, says coach Phil Jackson,
who isn’t sure Chicago can win
another NBA title without the
tattooed rebounding machine.
"My message to management
was if we couldn’t sign Brian
Williams, we had to have
sign
Dennis and we didn’t
Williams. We need Dennis’ fire.
We need that player who can
instill some fear," Jackson told
The Associated Press on
Wednesday, a day before
Rodman was to announce
whether he will return.
"We need the desire, intensity, full -out play ... all the capabilities Dennis brings to the
floor. That goes some distance
when the team is trying to
defend, rebound, get after the
ball. Just that energy level
that’s a fueling source to the
rest of the players, we need
that.
"I don’t know if we can or

can’t win without him. All I
know is it would be a lot easier
with him."
Rodman, who has led the
and
league in rebounding
suspensions the last six seasons, said he would decide by
noon Thursday if he’ll come
back to the team he helped win
the last two NBA championships.
"If it’s going to be, let’s do it.
If it’s not going to be, move on,"
he said Tuesday. "There’s
always a chance I won’t be here.
If it doesn’t happen, we go on
with our lives. I go home, they
stay here and we’ll resolve it
that way. Life seems to work
itself out."
He initially had expressed
displeasure with incentive
clauses in a one-year contract
he has yet to sign. But Jackson
and Rodman’s agent, Dwight
Manley, both said the contract
is no longer the issue.
"I think Dennis put the onus
on himself as to whether he

needs or wants to play," Jackson
said. "I don’t think Dennis has
to play, financially.
’I think he’s got a lot of
things that have happened for
him over the last two years, and
right now I think he’s got to
really want to come back and
play with this team and want to
be with his teammates ... to
come back on Thursday and
give us the word that, ’Hey, it’s a
go, and the season’s on.’
"It’s all come down to the fact
that negotiations and contract
and everything else are OK. It’s
just now whether it’s in his
heart to play or not."
The team said Rodman didn’t
sign his contract Oct. 10
because bronchitis prevented
him from completing his physical examination. And Rodman
elected not to sign when the
Bulls returned Sunday from
France, where they played two
exhibition games.

If I hadn’t hit "snooze."
If I hadn’t brushed my teeth.
If I hadn’t gone back for my book.
If I hadn’t stopped on the yellow.
If that guy hadn’t cut me off...

That parking space
would have been mine.
here’s only one way to get a parking
space on campus. Luck. Even the
most minor event can throw your tinting
completely off, sending you spinning for
a space. There is, however, an easy, no
hassle way to get to school. VTA.
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CLEVELAND (AP) This
World Series game had all the
elements: snow, wind, record
cold and another big night by
Sandy Alomar.
On an evening when flurries
fell at Jacobs Field, the only
thing that accumulated were
runs by the Indians. Manny
Ramirez and Matt Williams
homered as Cleveland beat the
Florida Marlins 10-3, evening
the Series at two wins each.
Alomar had three of the
Indians’ 15 hits and drove in
three runs, ensuring the Series
will return to Miami this weekend.
It will surely be warmer at
Pro Player Stadium than in
Cleveland. The 38 degrees at
the start made it the coldest
since World Series temperatures have been recorded since
1975, and snow fell for the first
time in the Fall Classic since
Game 1 in 1979 at Baltimore.

THE

The weather, though, had
little impact on this game.
Instead, the Indians took a
6-0 lead after three innings
and were never threatened.
Jaret Wright outpitched Tony
Saunders in a matchup of rookie starters as the Indians won
before a crowd of 44,877.
Game 5 will be Thursday
night. Orel Hershiser will start
for the Indians against rookie
Livan Hernandez in a rematch
of Game 1, won by Florida.
Despite all the Indians’ hits,
Marquis Grissom had none. He
went 0-for-4 and ended his 15game hitting streak, two short
of the Series record held by
Hank Bauer.
Wright, 21, improved to 3-0
in the postseason. He gave up
three runs and five hits in six
innings and is now 9-0 when
pitching after an Indians’ loss
someone who
not bad for
started the year in Double-A.

The unusual weather was
the focus before the game. The
Indians took batting practice
in snow showers as the stadium sound system played
"Winter Wonderland" and
"Jingle Bell Rock" among others.
The snow did not seem to
affect play, however. It was
nothing like Game 3, when the
blustery
conditions
contributed to 17 walks and six
errors in Florida’s wacky 14-11
victory.
The Indians scored in the
first inning for the fourth
straight
game.
Saunders
struck out leadoff batter Bip
Roberts, but it was all downhill
for the young lefty after that.
Omar Vizquel singled and
Ramirez followed by going the
opposite way for his fourth
home run of the postseason, a
drive into the right-field
stands.

MoNsrlEk SALE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Prices so low...they’re SCARY’’!
Creeping towards campus, the Monster Se arrives next
week, October 77th through October 31st.
Are you brave enough fo search out the bargains?
Are you strong enough fo f;ght off other shoppers to get that
one perf ecfly frightening item?
Then make your way to the 79 Street Central Plaza f or
unbelievable savings.

TRANSIT CARD
SPARTAN
STUDENT

Clothing, supplies, books and more at prices
50% fn 75% below original retail!

VIA Takes You Right to Campus.
With your Thmsit Access Program (TAP)
Pass, you get unlimited rides on VIA Bus,
Light Rail and Paratransit. Place your
TAP sticker on your enrollment transit
card iun1 you’re ready to go.
Sixteen buses and light rail service
Jose State. And you can even bring
your bike along if you like.

To learn more, stop by ALTHANS at the
Student Union Business Office, week
clays SAO a.m. to 4 AO p.m. Or call
924-1211)E. For route info, call TA at
321-2:1(X) or visit our web site at
www.vta.org

Sall

In the store, wako have eerily low prices on rowerMacs
A rd rerformas in our computer department,
Clearprinf, nienfang, Tombow and Clairef ontaine products in
our supplies department, and
Russell Athletic lansport A nd TLC in our clothing department.
non’, he afraid to enter...

Miir VOIll’yTrcrOsp’;;ation Authority
III,

of crcri,

r ,ir

’,II,
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’UHF

MONSTER SALE

IliMinmergemommwommummummumminmommar.-

Come See

The Soartans
1111:190
CO 1 NC GAM

San Jose State University Spartans vs. Fresno State Bulldogs

Kicksif

Saturday November 1st
@ 1:30pm

Check This ON
Homecoming Parade at Spartan
Stadium (Humboft and Ninth st.) at
10:30 am - Featuring local
celebrities and some spectacular
homecoming floats!
Wear Spartan Blue and Gold
on 75% of your body and you can
win $200!!
Come see "Peter Points North"
at a noon-time concert at the
7th street Plaza along with SJSU’s
homecoming court on Wednesday,
Oct. 29th.
Be a part of the Athletics Rally
and support your Spartans at a
noon-time rally in the amphitheater
Thursday, Oct. 30th.
Homecoming T-shirts will go on
sale in the AS Business Office for
$10 on Monday Oct. 27th.

AS thanks the following organizations for their contributions:

Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Spartan Shops Inc., San Jose State University
Alumni Association, Student Union Inc., Associated Students, Inc.,
Transit Access Program, and Educational Finance Group.
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The ’Devil’s’ in the details

It you enjoyed "Devil’s Advocate."
you might want to check out these Other
devilish features

s kir

Entertainment Editor
is said the path to hell is
Itpaved with good intentions
the makers of
a lesson
"The Devil’s Advocate" learned
the hard way.
For most of the movie, "The
Devil’s Advocate," unfolds like
a surprisingly subtle morality
play. Unfortunately, any hint of
subtlety evaporates in the fireand-brimstone finale.
Keanu Reeves plays Kevin
Lomax, a hotshot country
lawyer whose unbeaten streak
of courtroom
victories MOVIE REVIEW
brings him to
*
the attention *
Milton,
of
Chadwick and Waters, a highpowered New York law firm
with international and "underworld" connections.
Despite objections from his
straight-laced, church -going
mother played by Judith Ivey,
Lomax and his wife Mary Ann
are lured to the Big Apple.
"I am sending you out like
lambs among the wolves," she
warns, quoting scripture.
Lomax is set up in a luxury,
uptown apartment. Soon after
arriving, he asked to lead the
defense of high-profile murder
case.
With her homespun country
charm, life in the big city
leaves Mary Ann at emotional
loose ends. She is bedeviled by
disturbing visions of people
who morph into demons. In
short, for Mary Ann, life in
New York is hell on earth an
idea I’m sure has crossed the
mind’s of more than one New
Yorker.
Reeves is blandly handsome
as the hotshot lawyer a
blank canvas upon which

Roman Polanski’s masterpiece of a satanic society gone
particularly sour. A pixiesh
Mia Farrow plays a pregnant
woman carrying a child her
neighbors are convinced is the
devil. The last 10 minutes of
the film are some of the scariest in cinematic history.

EXORCIST
7A-A-A-7,1f*J
Linda Blair’s portrayal of a
possessed teenager will have
your head spinning. In this
one, the devil reveals his dark
sense of humor

AKHEL HEART
%(

.f .0

Robert DeNiro stars as Luis
Safeur (get it Lucifer). It’s a
minor role, but DeNiro’s menace is palpable even when he’s
not on screen. Lisa Bonet is
hot as hell as a vodoo priestess
seduced by Mickey Rourke.
Photo courtesy of Warner Bros.

Kevin Lomax (Keanu Reeves) is a up-and-coming country lawyer who
powerful law firm with international and "underworld" connections.
Milton paints his dark desires.
Will Reeves’ acting forever
be wooden and unconvincing?
If he were to make a deal with
the devil, I suggest he ask fur a
modicum of acting talent.
This portrait of the devil is
definitely in the details. His
name, John Milton, is borrowed from the English poet
who wrote "Paradise Lost . Despite his outlandish wealth.
Milton uses the subway a
fitting means of transportation
for the lord of the underworld.

His penthouse manages opulent and austere at the same
time.
Pacino plays the devil as
earthy and ordinary. "They
never see me coming,- he tells
Lomax. Pacino takes posses
sion of the role with flair and
finesse.
Like the best morality play.
Lomax’s downfall involves
choices; he must choose
between his winning streak
and his scruples. It is his ego
and ambition that ultimately

A comedy for anyone who’s ever been in danger...
=MS

=11

inc

is brought to the

big city

OF EASTWICK

to work for Milton, Chadwick & Waters, a

.1., Ad,
prove his undoing.
The choice to sin is like a
dance a metaphysical tango
every minute of which Milton
relishes.
There is the tongue-incheek humor of lawyers as the
devil’s henchmen. Fortunately,
the movie has higher goals
than scapegoating lawyers for
all the ills of the world.
Even after Milton reveals
himself. the movie saves a few
curvehalls that will keep audiences on the edge of their seats.

DEVIL’S ADVOCATE
DIRECTOR:

Taylor Hackford

CAST:

Al Pacino, Keanu
Reeves. Charlize Theron,
Craig Nelson, Ruben
Santiago -Hudson

Jack Nicholson works his
black magic on three best
friends. Between his eyebrows
and devilish charms, it’s no
wonder they all fall under his
spell. The movie’s a hilarious
nod to God’s most famous fallen angel

THE OMEN
.

RATING: R
THEATRES:

Century 21,
Berryessa 10, Mercado 20

.

Technically, he’s the antichrist, but we figured that’s
close enough.
Compiled by Staff

TAKE A
BRAIN-BREAK
THIS THURSDAY
AT...

OPOE
*ai the hvilloit
EV------0RINKS AM DOMESTIC
SI.50 (10 TO CLOSE)

-11

1111;

"a life less
ordinary"

’Orr COVER CHARGE
VALID STUDENT 1.0.
Wr------]BUO DRAFT
S-10PM
m

ICE LONGNECKS
IIPM- 1 OPM

RAN MCGREGOR CAMERON DIAL HOW’ HUNTER OLD UNDO IAN NON

STARTS FRIDAY OCTOBER 24 AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

150 SOUTH FIRST STREET DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
CALL 294-5483
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’Boogie Nights’ gets down and gets dirty
fly Terri K. 31ilner
maging Editor

Thu
are phenomenal
from the
trendy -again butterfly collars and bellbottoms to
the hopefully outhirever Dove shorts and lzod
shirts
The film chronicles a rare chunk of time when
pornography bordered on being legitimate -- an
idea more interesting than its execution.
The coke snorting is prolific and overblown,
effective, only in making the audience tense and
jittery at inopportune moments.
Gther weaknesses include plotlines
it Ii in, Cllilt(1Xl and characters with
REVIEW
Fir history.
11ov:ever, the 1110V It’ delivers on
most of its promises, largely due to
tIii’ strong perbirmances of the main
actors
Itinolds has taken blandness when watching
people have ,ex to new heights His role as a man
beaten (hue!’ by the changing of porn from a
-.11‘SS111 genre to a dirty video industry is fascinating Julianne Moore is darkly believable as
Amber Waves, the porn queen with the cocaine
hunger and maternal instincts
But tire true "rock star- - and the reason for
buying a ticket
is Wahlberg, whose life comes
lull circle by movie’s end is wonderfully soft-spoken out cocksure as the boy ee itlu bright eyes, big
dr,.;1111" 1I1d LI L!lit bet Weell 111,1. legs.

gg I AM

it rock star.- Dirk niggler -ae, .i, lie
gazes Inn) the 1111rHir ;Ind ,aroki-: te-: I:1
inch penis.
and
I )on ’t. fret, gentleman: it’, ;i pn,-tliesis
’he most disappointing part ot "liooga. ’.\:ights- is
hat you can tell.
Diggler is the [Mill 11:1111ti ill Kiiiiii VI unNlark \Vali[berg’. a troubled teen
a iiu is "discovered- by Wick IliiIliiI
MOVIE
Burt Reynolds, while lie’s handing
’at peeks at his 1111111SUT schlong fer
, to :;.4 Hi in a Reseda disco.
Horner takes lbggler Limier Iii
irig :titer giving Irmi a ta,te of the.
the torni ri liollergirl 1Ieathei
./iir 11
,;raharn
In all of her full frontal !indite.
11ollergirl u. ,ort id the Tootle of the porn t
The film is les, ;thou( "the life ul a(hi amen the
111 111-Is,%(1II -.1 nil
,I;t id a business and the night,
more about lookurg Mr love in :ill the %%rung
F

iii"

Th.., movie terriers around the players in an
and
adult film who have. formed a makeshift
definitely dysfunctional
11111111,
Set from 11477 to 19’43. the "Lundy- is Imo. in’
old shakin’ ri an era of di in
uc -Hortg. hishwri folloye mg and p

(7,1111l1S1
G. Lefkowitz/
Julianne Moore and Mark Wahlberg star in New Line Cinema’s "Boogie Nights."

’ito

401

Ci ne

lane

New plays are a treat for the heart and mind
liy True -is Peterson
-4tatiVrit,r

i

I

inI.

1111

Lasting only I ft minutes, the
play offers hours of contempt’
’ion about life, death and Imee
inexpectedly each comps to
oeople
The wilt- I Anne Burk grieves
.ver the loss of her husband
vhde trying to COIIVII111‘ 111T il
Talltha‘kl ‘ t
emerge trill
‘us "I ’it impOsed
:nside a box.
In an emotional, riveting din

i,14

\,1111

\ I ring
it 1, the

,

’ 1

;1111;1

After two short plays, I lett
he theater entertained. PITO,’Ionally drained and grateful
that in a world of t;ilk In ii here are still creative. intelli
.,..;ent people out then The New Play Festwil pre
,ents two plays written Ii 1.,r
nor 5.151" student Andy Doub.
who explores two
id fervid realms of
THEATER
motion.
"The Box- deals
I
with bereavement
and
,elf-punish merit
over
the
tat ii of a roan by his ye

‘I oil

/

-1

ii 1

’

-ell in,

....111

1 it
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1}1;l1
111

1.111111

In
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Exhibits plug in to art, technology
By Yvonne OhumukiniUrne,o,
Staff Writer

of industry and technology on
American culture.
In
the
"Industry
and
Consequence" section, visitors are
greeted by a 13-foot high, undulating ice bag, created by Claes
Oldenburg in 1971, which looks
more like a giant silver lung than a
soothing compress.
"Challenging Perceptions" presents visitors with visual works
which defy the senses. One of the
most interesting is "Yellow Triangle"
19791 by Buky Schwartz. The piece,
consisting of a painted, yellow geometric design on the walls and floor
of the museum, encourages visitors
to walk into the triangle and become
part of the artwork as it is displayed
on nearby video monitors.
In "Message and Narrative,"
artists comment on American culture and its evolution into the age of
mass communication. One artist,
Tony Oursler, uses laser disc players, laser discs, and video projectors
in his pieces.
In "Underwater Head" (1997),
Oursler projects animated images
onto static objects, such as a human
face onto a ceramic egg, to bring a
sense of surrealism to the perceptions of humanity.

those who picture museums
For
as stuffy, boring and filled with
the scent of decomposing can
the no", est exhibits at the San
use Museum of Art Til ay offer a new
perspective.
Celebrating the re -opening of its
II istone- Wing, closed fir the last two
and a half years for renovation, the
museum is featuring three new
exhibits: "Alternating Currents:
American Art in the Age of
Technology," "Holding Patterns:
Selections from the Collection of W.
Donald Head, Old Grandview
Ranch" and "San Jose: A Museum of
Reflections. Photographs by Joseph
Schuett."
The largest of these, "Alternating
Currents," is from the permanent
collection of the Vhitmey Museum of
American Art. Located in New York,
the Whitney Museum is the world’s
largest repository of 20th -century
American art.
The exhibit is divided into three
thematic sections -- "Industry and
Con seq utence,"
"Chid len ging
Perceptions" and "Message and
Narrative." It explores the influence

Charles Slay/ Spartan IIHIA

Lina Broydo, Director of Public Relations at the
Fairmont, studies Jonathan Borofsky’s kinetic
sculpture "Hammering Man at 2715346" at the
San Jose Museum of Art.

In another example of the museum’s ability to transform the typical
viewing experience into something
more tangible, guests are invited to
become actual participants in an
exhibit
entitled,
"Interactive
Timeline: Four Decades of Art,
Culture & Technology."
The 30-foot-long interactive display of American art, technology and
culture dating from the 1960s to the
present highlights each decade in
word and picture along a chronological timeline.
But what saves the timeline from
being a monotonous list of "what happened -when" is the incorporation of four interactive multimedia
stations.
Each station consists of a computer monitor which can be operated by
museum visitors via an attached
computer-mouse and pad set on a
separate pedestal a few feet away
from the wall.
Each monitor displays a collage of
digitized photos. Visitors click on an
image, and a short video clip plays.
Clips include JEK’s "Ask not what
you can do for your country..." passage from his inaugural address and
a segment from Martin Luther
King’s "I Have a Dream" speech.

Unfortunately, museum curators
have made it difficult for visitors to
find the timeline. Designed to be a
point
of reference
for
the
"Alternating Currents" exhibit,
rather than an exhibit in itself’, it is
virtually hidden on the second floor.
Also on the second floor is,
"Holding Patterns." a group of 31
landscapes of early California. On
loan from the private collection of W.
Donald Iliad, thee paintings are part
of a nev series designed to showcase
Bay Area art collections.
In the lower level gallery, images
of San Jose are included in "San
Jose: A Museum of Reflections." The
black -and -white photographs by
Joseph Schuett are dramatic studies
of San Jose architecture reflected in
such things as office building windows and the hoods of police cars.
It seemed as though Schuett was
trying to show San Jose as a metropolitan city poised to enter a new
century, but the photographs fall
short of such a goal The prints are
enticing, hut their sharp contrasts
and repetitive imagery can tax even
the most interested visitor.
The museum is located four
blocks west of campus in the
Fairmont Plaza.

SJSU dancers, musicians blend their talents
By Shayda Fat hipour
StatrWnter
Rhythmic African heats
will echo the halls of the
Music Building at the
third Annual Montage Concert
Sunday night.
Along with the Kekeli West
African Drum and Dance
Ensemble there will be 11 other
performances within a one hour
time span.
"It was a concert invented
hack East to showcase talents,"
said San Jose State University
Music
Prof’essor
Charlene
Archibeque "It’s a quick -paced
show moving f rein piece to
piece."
Student performers will he
sitting on stage, in the front row
and in the aisles, ready to be
announced by 5e151.7 Alumni
Larry Hancock, the master of
ceremonies and artistic administrator for Opera San -Jose.
Hancock was asked to emcee
the concert by Archibeque.
"Any opportunity for the best
of the school to show their
wares in public is im important
thing," Hancock said.
The
University
Dance
Theater will perform a tribute
to the sun, "Solaris," choreographed by SJSU niusic and
dance professor Fred Mathews.
Pete Friedhos, a SJSU percussion student, will perform a

song called "’l’s’ iii’ Madness
He was the 1997 solo conte,t
winner in the Drum Corps
International
Multi -Tenor
Com petition, said Janet Avertt,
SASI. professor of music
Otheer performances will
include: the 27 -member 5.151
Choraliers singing English and
American folk se in go conducted
by Archibeque; a string trio of
violin, cello and piano they will
perform a piece by Beet he
the University Sax Ensemble
performing "Souvenir di’ Puerto
Rico" ve.ritten by. Gottschalk, the
New NeVorld Flute Quartet will
play the music of Mendelsohn
’The inu,ic ha, ;in instant
:niche:ice appeal that highlights
t he talent id’ the. school "

Ancloheque said.
The Annual Music Alumni
Benefit Banquet will he held
before the. concert at 5 p.m. in
the l’inversity Room. The banquet dinner honors alumni from
the 1997 graduating class.

midnight movies for maniacs
(CULT OF MIDNIGHT RETURNS NEXT WEEI,!)

KSJO & DENNIS ERECTUS present
HA.LoviEEN,
SpEcIAL-10/24-251

TIE EXORCIST
j

A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities &
Sororities meet!
No drugs and fghting!

CINEBAR

D

BAY MEADOWS
FRIDAY’S ALIVE

366 S First SI

"STOMP is exhilarating, exuberant, exhausting. Absolutely labdlous!" San Jose Mercury News

1 103.1
1,1 ,

1.4 (.

qj_o 3.13

.

t

CIVFIC1’s

WORLD of TERROR

World’s Premier 3-D Haunted House

998-3300

Dare to be
Scared!

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
FOR MANIACS

AM( DA 291 1433

on.

NOSFERAT1J
THE VAMPIRE
1111

1

N

3-D
Glasses

ir

I v11131141..

Tickets / Hours:
$9’ Sunday Thursday 7-10 PM
$12’ Friday 7 PM Midnight
Midnight
512’ Saturday 6 PM
VIP Advnced discounted tickets evitileble et reenv gyro ors’
1.4 k.ts availob. oh. d..ir
f or mor informallon Srd directions call

(9911) 295-HOWL

01,1,01

r11

Whit tallOUSE

I ULLEf.

adaffff 5101762-adZS
TFacars 4081998-11.45.15

lithos .3130 amiable oillue Came Bat Officr
Ira more Inintmaionn CAll 008 864 8816
Spnasorrd Sy NI \Hi Ii ’e III I\
Brought to you he ZheifirmoniNriuti

/1 /1"

WARNING

qTLI

His Me.iesrt
MRS. BROWN

THE PAVILION

FREE

Oct. 9th - Nov. 1st, 1997

SILENT CINEMA
on ay ita.00rr Worn r, a

N

error IX

World

Di 133 1114133 II ’0111 ,10,1’

FIRE

JACK E CHAN In
DRAGONS FOREVER

T.

Limited Engagement
November 4-9,1997
Flint Center, Cupertino

SPARTANS NIGHT

BayMeadows

THE PLACE BLACK COMEDY CALLS HOME

JEWISH
FAST,
FILM SERIES
CHEAP & OUT
OF CONTROL GiNO/O9 COHN
ONE WEEK ONLY,

OPENS NOVEMBER 4

,

2nd A San Carlos 998-3300

141. THE Al

408-735-0200

Visit our web site at: vo.vw.envisions.com

Admission

November 7th

THE HOUSE OF YES

Ni

£iSiQ’S Scar ovflef
1,185 Kiter Ret, Santa Clara.

with valid student I.D.

THE
SUNDAY TELLING
MYTH OF
LIES IN
FINGERPRINTS SHALL WE DANCE? AMERICA

e

/35.3300

Mention this ad and take 5% off your order.

Featuring Live
Thoroughbred Racing
$1 Beers $1 Sodas

alrie;ra.
ncmas

THE EXORCIST

P.15,

Need some extra zip in that term paper?
Tired of the rental fees at that "Copy Place’?
Envisions has what you need!
Scanners. PC’s, Digital Cameras, Software
You name it. We’re got it!
Umax Flatbed Scanners as low as $138!

WELCOMES SJSU SPARTANS!

Cc

CAMERA ONE

J

GI:EE..

ALL SEATS $5.00

ouflef

Free Grandstand Admission

69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

CAMERA 3 S

,
Y BIt C,.,
EVERY FRIDAY-SATURDAY AT 12:00 AM

0-11C

$1 Hot Dogs $1

C1NEISAR F-K

The Montage Concert will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Concert Hall in the SJSU
School of Music. All students
from SJSU, community colleges
and high schools are welcome to
attend the concert for free.

A11,0,1, I

THE FULL MONTY

WEBSITE. WWW CAMERANET.COM

I S

WM 4441i CO

Enjoy a byte of Broadway

-)

www.flintcentetcom
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Breast exam video
source of conflict

-

Michelle ipv/Siottrtati /M a%
111113 for potential employment at the Holiday Job Fair on

,Istwi

SJSU Accounting major Ngoc Tran reviews application,.
Student union’s Loma Poeta Room

Job Fair: Students recruited for holidays
ill -.aid her employer oho, otter,
hool
Then; , more to Christ itia, mb- hiTch10.1
retailing Servers
1,),,kilw for Part
tuners to help stall iirivate .11111 I orpor.ite
,erver,. hartelider- and (lean up
Flirt le,
crevs. hviier Kat I; \
dents working ter Server, "h1 III, 1,111 virtu
hv
in
ally %%Tile their ov.ii
with their weekk. avadolulity ,inil Liking
liarties %which tit rio their tune silted
NirDotiald -.lid iii iIiV si StiltFold
tor them.
oVelillig, and ,.eekeriii- work
hut
doe, ha\ e hill time Joh, availahle
,einester hreak, trill -Homier vai
tonal ot
,tudent,
hist s.e.it’s Mir have called in requesting
erk thi- %kWh t
\LI

torn page I

111,111

while others are HI
lcpit.ilctv industry
,h111;’ tor people who Call r’ive
r.
if
,, v.lio are frieridly. per,onal assistant Sinilia
-aid the company has about
;;;;1:,- et which 15(1 are holiday,
Fair
rl’ill’f,-;011t,-; the Volley
id,
the compans. is hiring ;it
representative
Servii
I Lir,
\Icl ’LH .-aid her compaiI\ otter .A arkIii till’
moriang cur ;it
are in the package
ihd

hut

1

The Fairmont Hotel. located ’Mir blocks
west of campus, attended the Job fair for
the first tittle this year Employment man
;wer Adrian Flores said his hotel is looking
tII fill 20 Christmas -hire positions in Mod
,ervice and reservations, plus various full
Flores said his company
and cart
is very flexible with its scheduling.
l’hose who missed the Joh lair and are
seeking part time employment Mr the Mill
days c.in visit the Career Center in
Business I lassroonis Boom 13, call the Job
Hotline 10s/921 -25Q, or visit the Career
Center MI 1111’ welt it htti)://www.eareercenter.sjsu.edu

t APi
MARTINEZ
Watching a monitor at the
television station she runs,
Patricia Burke was aghast
when a woman appeared on
air, naked from the waist up.
touching her breasts.
Burke stayed tuned for the
entire Oct. 8 showing of the
educational video entitled
"The New Self Breast Exam "
Then she made an executive
decision: Pull the plug on
such nudity
future airings
isn’t suitable for broadcast.
But Burke had no way to
shut off the criticism that followed.
It Callle ill the fbrin of news,
paper editorials, letters to gov
eminent officials and tla, out
cry of local politicians. And as
it ended Tuesday at an hourlong hearing. Burke, the direc
tor of publicly owned cable st ation crry, sat by as she was
called small-minded, and her
decision labeled outrageous,
prudish, even "medieval
Some called for her firing.
Then Burke’s bosses, the
Contra Costa County Board of
uniinimously
Supervisors.
voted to overrule her decision
The show will air again, on
Oct. 29, with a separate
instructional video, also featuring nudity, scheduled for
broadcast on Nov 5
’Flip county also iigreed to
pay for and oversee production
ill a half hour breast cancer
shim’ to be aired several limps
by the station.
"It’s a very importimt edu
cational tool .something that
said
lives."
will
save
Supervisor Jim Rogers.
in a
Other supervisors
county where breast canyer
rates are among the highest in
.jmned in the rho
California
rus of support for the video All
said the video’s nudity served
the higher goal of teaching,
and besides. it simply wasn’t
offensive

"I can’t think of
anything more
important to a
family’s health
than saving the
life of the family’s
mother, who is
the anchor."
- Peggy Sullivan,
breast cancer survivor
Board Chairman Mark De
Saulnier revealed that he’d
watched with his 14 -year-old
son just prior to the meeting
and -found it very clinical."
"Melrose Place and Beverly
Inns 1902101 are much more
said
offi,tisive
Alliong the dozen people
urging the hoard to change
Burke’s decision were cancer
survivors and members of the
Calleer
Breast
county’s
Awareness Network All said
to teach
t 1 kat It’,
and visii
how to
zilly examine their breasts
naked
showing
without
breasts
Peggy Sullivan. who credits
her survival of the disease to
early detection. said she was
then
initially iistonished
to hear the video was
angry
polled off tile air, preStiniably
to protect "family values
’I ran) think of anything
more important to a family’,
health than saving the life of
the family’s mother, who is the
anchor.- SIIIIIVati said,
Iiiirki.. who attended the
meeting, sat pout Iv while her
programming decision was
belittled and left the board
rooni later WitliOtit

JOBSAMERICA!

FROM

Learning

HUNDREDS OF JOBS...ALL IN ONE PLACE AND ALL IN ONE DAY!!!
Between classes or after work, choose the company you want, with the wages and benefits you need, quickly, and easily! You’ll be able to talk in -person, with over 80
employers about full-time, Holiday Season, entry level and temporary positions.
So bring your resume, dress to interview and experience lobsAmerica!

To

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29

Earning

llam-2pm & 4pm-7pm
SANTA CLARA CONVENTION CENTER
EXHIBIT HALLS C AND D

FREE PARKING FREE ADMISSION
I I la
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THE BAY AREA SALES dr MANAGEMENT
CAREER FAIR: HALL C
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STAFF AUDITORS
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

I

INTERVIEW IN -PERSON with a select group of employers offering lucrative positions
in: commercial, computer, office products, financial, in mrance and retail SALES;
FINANCIAL PLANNING; SALES MGT.; RETAIL, RESTAURANT and GENERAL
MANAGEMENT; RETAIL DEPT. MANAGERS and more! Recent grads and career
changers welcome!
Your resume is your ticket to the hundreds of Sales and
Management jobs available!

THE JOBSAMERICA GENERAL CAREER FAIR: HALL D
Our clients are ready to interview qualified candidates for HUNDREDS OF POSI
TIONS
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, ADMINISTRATION, DATA PROCESSING,
SALES, MARKETING, OPERATIONS, SECRETARIAL, CLERICAL, GENERAL OFFICE,
DATA ENTRY, CUSTOMER SERVICE, TELEMARKETING, SECURITY/LAW
ENFORCEMENT, CASHIERS, TRUCK DRIVERS AND MORE!
HIGH TECH companies generally look for qualified TECHNICIANS (MANY DISCIPLINES), FAB, MANUFACTURING & PRODUCTION OPERATORS, MACHINE
OPERATORS, ASSEMBLERS, INSPECTORS, DESIGNERS, DRAFTERS, MATERIAL
HANDLERS AND PLANNERS, BUYERS, TECHNICAL SUPPORT, WAREHOUSE
AND FACILITIES PERSONNEL AND MORE!

SEASONAL, TEMPORARY

WELLS FARGO
Mr-eIP.p..4111

jobsAmaica
EXPLORE THE NEW FRONTIER
WELLSFARGO COM/

4

ET

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS TOO!

COMPANIES INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING
OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE (ALL 408 - 748 - 7600!
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MIXED MEDIA by Jack Ohman

REAL LIFE ADVENTURES

0

REALITY CHECK

by Dave Whamond
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim fix products or
serAcee advertised below nor is
there any guarantee ’mord. The
clarified corns of the Sprain
Deily consist of paid advertising
and ofbrings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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ANY MOUNTAIN
THE GREAT OUTDOOR STORE
Come join our team!
Now hiring full and part time
Weoffeh "Flexible Hours
Great Benefits Staff training
408/871.1001
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SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P, ,T salad sardw ch servers
9.30am 130 Mon, Fri.
Energetic & Fhendiy. Apply at
86 South Fry /San Ferorinidd

CASHIER/COUNTER HELP ,
fast p,:cecr dow: firry
urCh C,J’e Irr,rxell ,re Opt-, g
Keegdr HaFe, 34 S Marvet
So" lose C ri 280 E2 31

WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE FUN
and EARN MONEY dt !Fe sdr!’e
time? Malrn Luggage at Valley
Fair is now hiring for holiday help
Schedules are flextle, Call Cindy
2447370
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All st-.Ets available, flex hours
88.S8 ’0 Cr to start. 733 9445.
ask So’ 1,,’n or Wendy.

PIT WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
’Inc. Au’ hours /So’ 51,500
Irrerr shps and co-ops
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408-2474827
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INSTRUCTOR
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CAMPUS CLUBS
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GREEK MESSAGES
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Certain advertisements In
these COMMIS may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods as services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??

$1500 WEEKLY
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SERVICES
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
CC" "4. ’eve twg. grostwr hng.
Essays, letters. appl,catapn
Statemerts, proposals, reports,
ore ,r fo. pleyse call
etc For
Dave Bo; c. nt 510-601-9554.
VISA/PAasterCard, FAX, E-Mall
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CHEF’S HELPER Part -Time.
Varied hours Food experience d
{)1J5 Knife S1,1115 Be .1 self starter
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at on stop by Spartan Shops
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Serv ces Administratior
On.ce 101d Cafeter Bl.111C/Irlg) Job
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HEALTH & BEAUTY
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